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Good stand in
Slides presented
Speaker not present. Presentation only
Useful feedback but speaker not present
Useful perspective to start the day
Lack of presenter meant the information
provided was limited. However slides
were informative and stand in did a good
job







Well done Mark
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Very detailed lots of facts and figures. Supported previous presentation with further
information and advice
Very informative
Made me think about AHP within my area
Very insightful
From reviews it highlighted the lack of funding specific for neonatal AHP’s
Great overview around AHP recommendations
Very good description of process around
assessing AHP position
Nice summary of the variety of services we
have within neonatal care but also being
able to see the shortfalls
Very interesting

Would be interested to maybe have network
leads that could advise local units as EOE too
big a network to have replicated service
Good delivery
Very informative and interesting to hear
“Model across Network” framework and their
experiences. I look forward to looking at their
resources/website
Excellent presentation
Dynamic presentation which flowed well between speakers. Very useful information
Good presentation with clear indication of
service provided and benefits etc. Useful survey too.
Good presentation and looks a fabulous service, much to learn from the network led service

Nigel Gooding



Claire Jackson and Karen King







Really interesting but a little long. Helpful to hear about collaborative
working
Excellent insight into surgical care
Excellent use of diagrams/ x-rays and photo’s
Some abbreviations used that I did not know there meaning
Very interesting presentation. Good insight into problems that can incur in particular with stoma especially with regards to growth
Very interesting case study







Lots to take away and present to my pharmacist
Very interesting presentation from Nigel. Very
informative
Good presentation demonstrating why standardising infusion and prep of neonatal drugs is
important especially for ANTS
Excellent
Very good ideas. Excellent work which needs
to be reproduced in other areas
Still a lot of differences between units despite
us being part of the same network. Would be
good to explain why

Sanhita Chakrabarti

Content




Claudia Cetcuti-Gando and Rachel
Stamp
















Shame about the video clips
Interesting case presentation
Excellent example of a good therapy
service and links between acute and
community services
Presentation was full of information
and lots to take away. When videos
were played they added to the explanations and descriptions given in the
presentation
Excellent case study



Very good presentation
Informative
A good presentation. Highlighted how maternity and neonatal services should work collaboratively
Really enjoyed this presentation. Would’ve liked longer on this
Presentation was of a high standard
Good

Nicola Anderton
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Good content-a little long but informative
Excellent presentation. Very informative, interesting and extremely appropriate advice/info
for audience, many of which might not have
SALT input into their units
Beautifully clear presentation. Enthusiasm
came across well
Good content an delivery
Too much emphasis on bottle feeding
Very interesting to find out about importance
of SALT provision
Very interesting. Enjoyed the practical feeding
information



Very interesting
Very full slide containing a large amount of
information. Delicate subject well delivered
presentation
Didn’t realise psychologists trained for seven
years. I was well informed about what psychologists can offer services
Highlighted issues that parents experience
that will require intervention to ensure that
there is psychological support to aid them in
the care of their baby
Advice regarding resources helpful

Louise Allen
Linda Hunn (Lis Berrington)







Although the video didn’t work Linda read the presentation with
great compassion and composure
Powerful account that made me consider how I speak to and interact with families
Shame video didn’t work
What a shame about the video but well done Linda and thank you
Lis
Very emotional and beautifully highlights the importance of good
psychological care
I have heard Eddie’s story before, however it never lessens its impact. If nothing else can drive us to improve this should










Very interesting topic-lots of new info
Great idea
Very interesting presentation
Very good presentation with some interesting
points
Great talk
Informative, thought provoking. Interested to
know what commissioners think!
Would’ve been good to have the stages of ROP
explained
Very interesting and engaging
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Very enjoyable and informative day
Best venue I been to for: room, food, toilets and parking. Thank you
Lots of problems with playing videos
Very interesting and informative conference. Well organised and good facilities. Interesting talks and varied topic
A few technical difficulties
Programme not available beforehand. A few technical problems. Nice lunch and snacks
A very enjoyable day that has provided me with lots
of ideas to take back to my unit manager. This has
increased my ability to network and ask for advice
from outside my region. Shame that IT let you down
but well done to everyone who carried on and
worked around it.



















The room was quite cold
Range of speakers excellent. Range of
Reps very good and relevant. I enjoyed
the conference with the exception of the
main room which was very cold. IT issues
were unfortunate
Very informative day and highlighted
some valuable points that I will take back
to my unit
Excellent day. Thank you
No information or agenda provided prior
to today. Unaware that focus is on neonatal which is not my line of work. Nevertheless the speakers were very engaging
and I learned a lot. Thank you



Short times to be able to get lunch, eat it and look at the reps



I work in Mental Health and my manager asked me to attend the
course. However I did not have the agenda prior to the conference. The focus of the conference was neonatal care which is
not my line of work but the conference was very interesting. I
have taken in some valuable information which I will feedback to
my team. Thank you







Thank you for an informative day. Very interesting topics and
good range of sponsor exhibition stands.




Need to review use of milk companies as sponsors
or influence baby friendly/UNICEF in their stand
Too many people talking about ‘journey’s’. Limited
speaker input from outside the East of England
A very interesting and useful day
Lovely conference
Overall the conference was an eye-opener for me.
First time attending and recently joined perinatal
mental health team. Most of the presentation were
neonatal
Temperature control-could have been a little warmer
There was not adequate IT backup. Food was excellent. Venue facilities excellent

I found the whole day very interesting and for me a
lot of new learning! I will take Eddie’s mummy and
daddy’s story with me. Very moving
Liked the use of case studies. It provided thought/
reflection on AHP in my unit. Good for networking.
Very enjoyable day
Excellent venue, food and facilities. Thank you to
the organisers and the speakers. This event raised
awareness of the continuing challenges which are
present in the drive to progress and expand AHP
service provision. The innovative work within the
networks to address this issue supports teams present today to continue to aim high and raise the issues at Trust Forums. Poster presentationsexcellent. Case presentations-very good
Very long journey but really nice venue and worth
the travel
The room was rather cold to sit still in
Excellent conference. Plenty of food for thought.
Shame about the IT issues but these were outside
of the organisers control

